This is a practical introduction to multilevel analysis suitable for all those doing research. Most books on multilevel analysis are written by statisticians, and they focus on the mathematical background. These books are difficult for non-mathematical researchers. In contrast, this volume provides an accessible account on the application of multilevel analysis in research. It addresses the practical issues that confront those undertaking research and wanting to find the correct answers to research questions. This book is written for non-mathematical researchers and it explains when and how to use multilevel analysis. Many worked examples, with computer output, are given to illustrate and explain this subject. Datasets of the examples are available on the Internet, so the reader can reanalyse the data. This approach will help to bridge the conceptual and communication gap that exists between those undertaking research and statisticians. This will be a series of short and practical but authoritative books for biomedical researchers, clinical investigators, public health researchers, epidemiologists, and non-academic and consulting biostatisticians who work with data from biomedical and epidemiological and genetic studies. Some books will be explorations of a modern statistical method and its application, others may focus on a particular disease or condition and the statistical techniques most commonly used in studying it.
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Preface
The topic of this book is multilevel analysis but, although this is a mathematical topic, it has been written by an epidemiologist. This could, perhaps, be a disadvantage, because the mathematical background of multilevel analysis will not be discussed in detail. However, it can also be seen as an advantage, because it implies that the emphasis of this book lies more on the application of multilevel analysis. Many books have been written on multilevel analysis, but most (all) of them have been written by statisticians, and therefore they mainly focus on the mathematical background of multilevel analysis. The problem with that approach is that such books are very difficult for nonmathematical researchers to understand. And yet, these non-mathematical researchers are expected to use multilevel analysis to analyse their data. In fact, a researcher is not primarily interested in the basic (difficult) mathematical background of the statistical methods, but in finding correct answers to research questions. Furthermore, researchers want to know how to apply a statistical technique and how to interpret the results. Due to their different basic interests and different levels of thinking, communication problems between statisticians and epidemiologists are quite common, and they often communicate on different levels. This, in addition to the growing interest in multilevel analysis, initiated the writing of this book. This book is written for 'non-statistical' researchers, and it aims to provide a practical guide as to when and how to use multilevel analysis. The purpose of this book is to build a bridge between the different communication levels that exist between statisticians and researchers when addressing the topic of multilevel analysis.
